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Abstract

Many extensions of the Standard Model include Higgs bosons decaying predominantly
or partially to non-interacting particles such as the SUSY Lightest Supersymmetric Particle
(LSP). To set limits on the production cross-section times the branching fraction to invisible
decay products of such Higgs bosons with the ATLAS detector requires an examination of
specific production modes such as the associated production(ZH) or the vector boson fu-
sion (VBF) process. The predominant Standard Model backgrounds for these processes are
ZZ → ℓℓνν for the ZH channel and jets from QCD processes andW± or Z bosons pro-
duced in association with jets for the VBF channel. The sensitivity to an invisibly decaying
Higgs boson is investigated in this paper using fully simulated ATLAS data for both signal
and background. The ATLAS potential for triggering these events is also discussed.
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1 Introduction

Some extensions of the Standard Model predict that Higgs bosons could decay into stable neutral weakly
interacting particles, leading to invisible Higgs boson decays. The Higgs boson decay products could
be for example neutralinos, gravitinos, gravitons or Majorons [1-3]. In the case of the Minimal Su-
persymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), if R-parity is conserved, Higgs bosons decaying into a pair of
neutralinos may in some cases even dominate [1]. Being the lightest supersymmetric particles, neutrali-
nos would be stable and would leave the detector without decaying, remaining invisible. If R-parity is
violated, then Higgs bosons could decay into Majorons, which would interact too weakly to allow detec-
tion [2]. Some theories with extra dimensions also predict invisible Higgs boson decays, and have the
added advantage of generating neutrino masses [3]. This search is sensitive to any boson coupling to Z
or W and decaying invisibly. The combined LEP Higgs boson mass limit in this channel is 114.4 GeV
[4].

At the Large Hadron Collider, Higgs boson production could occur through several mechanisms.
To select and identify events with an invisibly decaying Higgs boson one must be able to trigger on a
signature that is visible in the event. This is possible for channels such as Vector Boson Fusion (VBF)
qqH [5], tt̄H [6] and the associated production processes,ZH andW±H [7, 8]. Although gluon fusion
has a much higher Higgs boson production cross-section thanthese modes [9], it is not possible to trigger
on these events when the Higgs boson decays invisibly.

In this paper, the ATLAS sensitivity to an invisibly decaying Higgs boson is determined in a way that
does not depend on a specific extension of the Standard Model.The analysis uses the variableξ 2 which
is defined as,

ξ 2 = BR(H → inv.)
σBSM

σSM
(1)

whereσBSM represents the “Beyond the Standard Model” cross-section and σSM represents the Standard
Model cross-section. In the case for which the Higgs boson decays entirely to the invisible mode,ξ 2

is the ratio between the non-Standard Model cross-section and the Standard Model cross-section. Only
two of the three possible production modes are considered inthis paper, VBF and associated production.
In addition, for associated production, only theZH mode is considered as the background to theW±H
signal is overwhelming [10].

In this paper, the Monte Carlo samples, for both the VBF and the ZH channels, the trigger, the event
selection, the systematic uncertainties and the results are discussed. We conclude by summarizing the
limits on ξ 2 for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson.

This analysis compares signals and backgrounds that have been generated using Standard Model
processes. The Higgs boson signal events are simulated to beinvisible by changing the properties of the
Higgs boson decay chain. In reality an invisibly decaying Higgs boson would be expected to result from
a process not contained within the Standard Model, and in this case backgrounds associated with this new
physics would be important. However, consideration of “Beyond the Standard Model” backgrounds is
beyond the scope of this paper as they would have to be considered in the context of each specific model.
This analysis assumes Standard Model backgrounds and serves as a limiting case for the indication of a
particle that behaves like a Higgs boson that is not consistent with the Standard Model.

2 The Vector Boson Fusion qqH production channel

The vector boson fusion (VBF) channel has the second largestproduction mode after gluon fusion and
has the largest production cross-section for observable invisible Higgs boson decays. The VBF invisible
Higgs boson production mode, Figure 1, is characterized by two outgoing jets resulting from the inter-
acting quarks, and large missing transverse energy from theHiggs boson. The topology of the jets is
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particularly useful in selecting the events as the jets are preferentially separated in pseudo-rapidity (η)
and are correlated in the azimuthal angleφ . In addition, the lack of colour flow between the two jets leads
to minimal jet activity between the two tagging jets which ispotentially useful for selecting events. At
high luminosity however, central jet activity resulting from overlapping events may become problematic
for cuts based on this event characteristic.

Figure 1: Feynman diagram of the VBF process. The V represents either a Z or W boson.

The study of the VBF channel for this paper includes a mass scan with an estimate of the sensitivity to
Higgs boson masses between 110 to 250 GeV. This is based on fully reconstructed signal and background
events. In addition to the sensitivity, the trigger acceptance for this channel has been investigated.

2.1 Monte Carlo generation for the VBF analysis

Signal and background samples were generated using the standard version of ATLAS software used for
this set of papers. The samples were used to determine the sensitivity of ATLAS to an invisible Higgs
boson, taking into account the trigger and analysis efficiencies. A number of backgrounds with signatures
similar to the signal have been studied and are listed here. In all cases,ℓ representse or µ .

1. Dijet production from QCD processes form a major background due to the very large cross-section
for these processes. Fake missing energy measurements can arise from poorly instrumented re-
gions or inefficiencies in the detector.

2. W+jet processes withW → ℓν mimic the signal when the lepton is outside the detector acceptance.
The neutrino provides the missing energy signature.

3. Z+jet processes withZ → νν constitute an irreducible background.

4. Z+jet withZ → ℓℓ forms a background to the signal when the leptons are not within the acceptance
of the detector.

Event generation for the VBF channel has proved challenginggiven that the predictedη distributions
of tagging jets differ greatly according to the event simulation model used. The HERWIG-JIMMY
package [11], [12], [13] represents an average response of the available models and has been used to
generate data for the Higgs boson mass scan. Signal events have been generated with both HERWIG
and PYTHIA [14] at a Higgs boson mass of 130 GeV to estimate thecontribution of this effect to the
systematic uncertainty. To generate an invisible Higgs boson sample, the Higgs boson is forced to decay
into two Z bosons which are subsequently forced to decay intoneutrinos. The set of data samples
produced for this analysis is summarized in Table 1. The VBF signal Monte-Carlo was produced to
leading order. The difference between LO and NLO cross-section is negligible,∼ 1%[9], therefore the
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Higgs boson Mass [GeV ] Cross-section [pb] # Events Generator

110 4.63 10k JIMMY
130 3.96 30k JIMMY
130 3.93 10k PYTHIA6.4
200 2.41 10k JIMMY
250 1.79 10k JIMMY

Table 1: Invisible Higgs boson samples generated for this analysis. Leading-order cross-sections
for the Higgs boson produced via Vector Boson Fusion were evaluated by the ATLAS Higgs
Working group [15].

Jet Sample σ(pb) pT range [GeV ]

J0 1.76×1010 8-17
J1 1.38×109 17-35
J2 9.33×107 35-70
J3 5.88×106 70-140
J4 3.08×105 140-280
J5 1.25×104 280-560
J6 3.60×102 560-1120
J7 5.71×100 1120-2240

Table 2: Cross-section andpT range for the QCD dijet background samples generated with
PYTHIA. The cross-sections given in the second column are for the specificpT range with no
other cuts.

LO cross-sections were been used for the signal in this note.Table 1 includes the Standard Model VBF
Higgs boson production cross-section that were used [9].

For an ideal detector, event selection cuts efficiently remove the QCD dijet background. However,
this background is considered because of the large cross-section for the process and the presence of
poorly instrumented regions and dead regions generating false missing transverse energy (Emiss

T ) signals.
In order to provide enough statistics throughout the full transverse momentum (pT ) spectrum, the QCD
background was divided into severalpT ranges to produce several sub-samples, of approximately equal
number of events, as shown in Table 2 [16]. The surviving background comes from the highpT bins
allowing reasonable statistics in the final sample. Thus thebinning is used to generate the QCD back-
ground within a reasonable amount of computer time and allowfor the very high rejection factor for this
background in this analysis.

In previous ATLAS studies of the invisible Higgs boson produced via the VBF process, the PYTHIA
package has been used to generate both the W+jet and Z+jet backgrounds. However, the PYTHIA
implementation for these backgrounds only includes the matrix element term for theqq → gV andqg →
qV processes. The PYTHIA implementation tends to underestimate the Z+2jets process because it does
not include a complete matrix element calculation. In contrast, ALPGEN [17] provides an exact matrix
calculation at tree level for up to 3 partons. For this reason, ALPGEN was used to produce both the W+jet
and Z+jet backgrounds. Within ALPGEN, there are two different Z+jet implementations, one which only
includes QCD matrix element terms and the second which includes the QCD and EW matrix element
terms. In the second case, only on-shell bosons are created without Z/γ∗ interference, in contrast, the first
case does include these effects. By comparing events generated with the two different implementations it
was found that the QCD-only process underestimates the background by∼25%. The effect of a non-zero
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Z boson width was checked by varying the Z boson mass. This showed that the result was insensitive to
the use of on-shell bosons. Therefore, all ALPGEN samples used in this study were generated using the
option that included both QCD+EW terms.

For the Z+jet background, three samples were produced for each of the two decay modes,Z → νν and
Z → ℓℓ. Two exclusive samples were produced for the one and two parton final states and one inclusive
sample was produced for three or more partons. Default ALPGEN settings were used to generate events
except for a cut to remove very lowEmiss

T events by settingEmiss
T > 10 GeV and a change in acceptance

to ensure completeη coverage by opening the phase space setting for both jets andleptons (|η j|< 6 and
|ηℓ| < 6).

In this study, only the leptonic decay of the W boson from the W+jet background was considered.
TheEmiss

T arises from a combination of theEmiss
T associated with the neutrino and the lepton energy in

the case where the lepton escapes detection. The W+jet background was generated in the same manner
as for the Z+jet background.

2.2 Trigger

The major challenge for triggering candidate events for theVBF invisible Higgs boson analysis is to
retain signal events whilst reducing the very large QCD background to an acceptable level. These prob-
lems are particularly acute with the first level trigger (L1)which can easily be overwhelmed by the QCD
background. A trigger for these signal events is possible using a relatively highEmiss

T cut while selecting
one or two jets of moderate transverse energy. For triggers of this type, QCD backgrounds dominate.
In order to produce an acceptable rate for the High Level Trigger (HLT), the trigger menu items used to
select invisible Higgs boson events should add no more than afew Hz of trigger rate, even at the highest
luminosities.

The trigger study of this note is based on the standard full ATLAS simulation of the L1 trigger.
The HLT has not been considered, as at the time of the study HLTalgorithms forEmiss

T had not been
fully implemented and there had been no simulation of forward jets. Jets are classified into central jets
|η | < 3.2 and forward jets 3.2 < |η | < 5.

Data for the trigger study consisted of the sample of VBF Invisible Higgs boson events with a Higgs
boson mass of 130 GeV produced using HERWIG and a sample of QCDdijet produced using PYTHIA
as described in Section 2.1. The results of this study are shown in Table 3 for 1031 cm−2 s−1 luminosity.
The acceptances shown in Table 3 give the effect of the trigger on the VBF Higgs boson samples used
in the VBF analysis. As such the acceptance is defined as the number of signal events that survive both
the trigger and the data selection cuts described in Section2.3.1, divided by the number of events that
survive the selection cuts alone. The trigger rates in Table3 are the expected raw rates for the specific
trigger. One expects an overlap with other trigger signatures such that the additional rate produced by
these signatures will be less than the calculated raw rates.

The numbers given in Table 3 are the best estimation we currently have of the trigger rates. In reality
beam conditions and detector effects could lead to much higher values. It is clear that the trigger strategy
will depend on these background effects and on the luminosity. At low luminosities, (1031 cm−2 s−1) it
is likely that a simple trigger based onEmiss

T alone such asEmiss
T > 70 GeV (L1XE70) will be sufficient.

However if the trigger rate for this item is higher than expected, VBF invisible Higgs boson events
could still be triggered using a higherEmiss

T trigger such asEmiss
T > 80 GeV (L1XE80) orEmiss

T > 100
GeV (L1 XE100) whichever one can be used without pre-scaling. As theluminosity increases or if
backgrounds are worse than expected, it will be necessary touse a combined trigger for this channel.
The numbers in Table 3 suggest that triggers based onEmiss

T and either a forward or central jet would be
sufficient. However the addition of a single jet to anEmiss

T trigger provides a relatively small reduction in
rate due to correlations that can occur when high energy jetsare mis-measured. There is concern that this
could be amplified by pile-up effects. Requiring a forward jet plus a central jet plusEmiss

T is expected to
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Trigger Menu Acceptance[%] Rates[Hz] for
normalized L = 1031 cm−2 s−1

to offline cuts
L1 XE60 99 5.0± 1.3
L1 XE70 98 1.5± 0.6
L1 XE80 96 0.6± 0.1
L1 XE100 84 0.2± 0.1
L1 XE120 70 0.1± 0.1
L1 FJ23+XE70 78 0.9± 0.6
L1 J23+L1XE70 83 1.4± 0.6
L1 J23+L1XE100 73 0.2± 0.1
L1 FJ23+L1XE100 66 0.0± 0.0
L1 FJ23+L1J23+L1XE70 62 0.9± 0.6
L1 FJ23+L1J23+L1XE100 55 0.0± 0.0

Table 3: Signal acceptance and level one trigger rates for the VBF invisible Higgs boson channel
based on full ATLAS simulations and withmH = 130 GeV . The L1 trigger menu items areEmiss

T
(L1 XE) central jet (L1J) and forward jet (L1FJ), see text. The number following the menu
object indicates the trigger threshold given in GeV. Both single and combined triggers are shown
in this Table. The values are given for a luminosity of 1031 cm−2 s−1 and do not account for
pile-up effects.

solve these problems albeit with a reduction of signal acceptance. For a luminosity of 1033 cm−2 s−1, the
most conservative trigger option is a combined trigger withEmiss

T > 100 GeV and a forward and a central
jet each with apT > 23 GeV. This trigger will have an acceptance rate for the signal of 55% as shown
in Table 3. Note that the uncertainties shown in Table 3 are statistical only. A further major uncertainty
in trigger rates are pile-up effects which have not been considered here. In practice, adjustments will be
required to select the optimum trigger based on the experimental rates observed at the LHC.

Invisibly decaying Higgs boson events produced via vector boson fusion can be selected using a
combination ofEmiss

T and jet triggers with a small impact on the overall L1 triggerrate. For low lumi-
nosities (1031 cm−2 s−1) it is expected that aEmiss

T trigger of 70 GeV or greater will be sufficient. For
higher luminosities such as 1033 cm−2 s−1, a trigger withEmiss

T > 100 GeV and a forward and central jet
each withpT > 23 GeV will be required.

2.3 Event selection for the VBF channel

Two separate methods are used to extract the signal: the firstmethod is called the cut-based analysis, the
second is the shape analysis. Both analyses are conducted byfirst applying the selection cuts described
in the next sub-section. For the cut-based analysis, the signal is extracted using all the cuts including a
cut onφ j j, the angle between the two tagged jets in the transverse plane. This is described in Section
2.5. For the shape analysis, this last cut is not applied. Instead, the shape of theφ j j distribution is used
to extract the fraction of signal events. This is described in Section 2.6. Results are derived separately
with these two methods.

The selection cuts described in this section were developedusing a signal sample withmH = 130
GeV.
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2.3.1 Selection cuts

The event selection is based on standard ATLAS definitions for jets, leptons and missing transverse
energy [18]. A primary characteristic of a signal event is the presence of two jets from the VBF process.
Events are selected based on each of the two highestpT jets in the event which are referred to as the
“tagging jets”. These tagging jets are required to have apT > 40 GeV and be in the rapidity range
|η j1,2|< 5. Cuts on the product and difference of the pseudorapidity of the two jets are used,η j1 ·η j2 < 0
and∆η > 4.4, respectively. Kinematic distributions of the tagged jets for the signal and background are
shown in Figure 2. In the upper two plots of this Figure, it canbe seen that signal events and the
W+jet and Z+jet backgrounds have very similarpT distributions. When the W+jet and Z+jet events are
generated with only one parton thepT distributions are much softer. When the two parton and three
parton components are added thepT distribution becomes harder and similar to the signal.

The second major event characteristic used to select eventsis a largeEmiss
T from the invisible decay

of the Higgs boson. A cut on this variable significantly reduces the QCD background as no realEmiss
T is

expected for QCD events. In this analysis there is a requirement thatEmiss
T > 100 GeV. TheEmiss

T distri-
butions for the signal and backgrounds are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Comparison of tagged jet properties for signal events (mH = 130 GeV) and the three
major backgrounds. The upper left plot shows thepT of the leading tagged jet, the upper right
plot shows thepT of the jet with the second highestpT . The lower left plot shows the product of
the directions of the two tagged jets in pseudo-rapidity (η j1×η j2), and the lower right plot shows
the difference inη between the two tagged jets (∆η). The enhancement at∆η of 0.5 in the VBF
signal results from a single highpT jet being reconstructed as two jets. The filter cut describedin
Section 2.1 has been applied to the W+jet and Z+jet Monte-Carlo data, but no trigger cuts have
been applied. The distributions are normalized to unity. The vertical dotted lines show the cut
values used in the analysis.
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Figure 3: The reconstructed invariant mass of the tagging jets (left) and theEmiss
T (right) for the

invisible Higgs boson signal (mH = 130 GeV) and the three main backgrounds. Single events in
the highEmiss

T tail of each individual sample (J0, J1 etc) can result in a spike with a large error.
The filter cut described in Section 2.1 has been applied to theW+jet and Z+jet Monte-Carlo data,
but no trigger cuts have been applied. The distributions arenormalized to unity.

The majority of QCD dijet background events will produce soft jets resulting in the tagging jets
having a low invariant mass. This feature can be used to reject QCD events by requiring a minimum
invariant mass of 1200 GeV for the tagging jets. The invariant mass distribution of the tagging jets is
shown in Figure 3. The QCD dijet background can be further reduced by requiring that the direction of
the measuredEmiss

T is not correlated with the tagging jets. A missing transverse energy isolation variable,
I, is defined for this purpose asI = min[φ(Emiss

T )−φ( j1,2)]. Events with a small value ofI are expected
to result from mis-measured jets caused by dead material andcracks in the detector. This is illustrated
in Figure 4 which shows that QCD dijet events preferentiallyhave a small value ofI. A selection of
I < 1 rad has been used which is compatible with previous analyses. The W+jet and Z+jet backgrounds
can be reduced by rejecting events with any identified lepton. For this reason, events with electrons or
muons with apT > 20 GeV are rejected, as are events containingτ-jets with apT > 30 GeV. These cuts
are based on an earlier ATLAS fast simulation study.
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Figure 4: The distribution of the reconstructedEmiss
T isolation variable (I) is shown in the right

hand plot and the azimuthal angle between the tagging jets (φ j j) is shown in the right hand plot for
the invisible Higgs boson signal (mH = 130 GeV) and the three main backgrounds. The filter cut
described in Section 2.1 has been applied to the W+jet and Z+jet Monte-Carlo data, but no trigger
cuts have been applied. The distributions are normalized tounity.
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A key aspect of the VBF Higgs boson search is the electroweak nature of the signal,and this can be
used to suppress backgrounds by using the fact that the signal has no color flow between the interact-
ing quarks at tree level. Although the W+jet and Z+jet backgrounds include both electroweak and QCD
terms, the cross-section is dominated by the QCD contribution. Therefore, unlike the signal, the majority
of background events have QCD activity in the central region. The presence of this extra QCD radiation
between the two tagging jets provides, in principle, a powerful tool to suppress this background. In prac-
tice the difference is diluted both by the underlying event and pile-up. The Underlying Event (UE) arises
from interactions of the spectator partons and is not consistently modeled by the available event gener-
ators. For example, the ratio of the average jet multiplicity from the UE between HERWIG/PYTHIA is
between 1.38 and 1.85. Therefore PYTHIA generates events with fewer jets from the UE, but these jets
have on average a higherpT . If a cut is applied to remove events that have a central jet that exceed a
specificpT value, the so called Central Jet Veto (CJV) cut, fewer PYTHIAevents will survive than HER-
WIG events. Although there is a clear difference in the topology between the signal and background, the
added contribution from the UE has a large effect on the efficiency of this cut. In the same way pile-up,
which results from central activity unrelated to the event of interest can also reduce the effectiveness of
this CJV cut. The effect of pile-up has not been studied, as suitable data samples were not available. For
this analysis, a central jet veto is used requiring that there are no additional jets withpT > 30 GeV for
|η |< 3.2. It should be stressed that this cut is applied after the selection of the two tagging jets which can
be located anywhere within the fullη range including|η | < 3.2. So this cut does not bias the selection
of the tagging jets, nor does it introduce a bias with respectto the trigger which has elements that allow
jets to be located within an|η | < 3.2.

Unlike the signal which is uniquely produced via Vector Boson Fusion, the W+jet and Z+jet back-
grounds can be produced by theqq → gV andqg → qV processes in which the second jet comes from
a radiative process. Therefore, the difference inφ between the two tagged jets is different for the signal
and the radiative background as can be seen in Figure 4. This difference provides additional discriminat-
ing power and is used in the analysis presented in Section 2.5requiringφ j j < 1 rad. Moreover, theφ j j

variable motivates the shape analysis presented in Section2.6.
The selection cuts along with the surviving cross-sectionsafter each cut are shown in Table 4 for

a Higgs boson massmH = 130 GeV and the three main backgrounds. Table 5 shows the effect of
the cuts for the four Higgs boson mass values considered in this study. The cross-sections for W+jet
and Z+jet processes were calculated to LO but have been normalized to the results calculated with the
generator FEWZ at NNLO which results in a value for the total cross-section which is known to within
∼ 10%1) [19].

The first cut applied to the data simulates the effect of the L1trigger with the most conservative menu
option given in Table 3 and discussed in the previous sectionnamely, aEmiss

T > 100 GeV, a central jet
with pT > 23 GeV and a forward jet withpT > 23 GeV. This cut reduces the QCD dijet background rate
by approximately 7 orders of magnitude. The effect of the trigger on the W+jet and Z+jet backgrounds
is smaller with a reduction of two orders of magnitude, by contrast the signal is reduced by about 50%.
The jet tagging cuts reduces all three backgrounds by a factor of 10. Although a L1Emiss

T is applied a
large fraction of events still survive because of the the L1Emiss

T resolution. The other cuts that have a
large impact on the QCD rate are theEmiss

T cut and theEmiss
T isolation cut. Together they reduce this

background to a negligible level. The effect of these selection cuts on the Z+jet and W+jet backgrounds
are less dramatic. The lepton veto reduces the W+jet and Z+jet by ∼ 36% and∼ 3%, respectively. The
lepton veto cut removes few events in the Z+jet channel as theEmiss

T cut removes most of the Z→ ℓℓ de-
cay mode. The remaining Z+jet events are dominated by the Z→ νν mode. Leptons are only identified
for |η | < 2.5, so the lepton veto cut does not remove all the W+jet background events due to this limited
η range. Therefore, electrons andτ-jet in the forward region (|η | > 2.5) are mis-identified as jets most

1)This includes the PDF and QCD scale uncertainties.
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Selection Cuts Higgs bosonmH = 130 GeV W+jet Z+jet QCD

Initial σ (fb) 3.93×103 1.24×106 4.08×105 1.91×1013

L1 Trigger 2.71×102 (0.07) 1.42×104 (0.01) 6.31×103 (0.02) 1.52×106 (<0.01)
+ Tagged jets 1.47×102 (0.54) 1.35×103 (0.10) 6.16×102 (0.10) 1.81×105 (0.12)
+ M j j 1.11×102 (0.76) 6.64×102 (0.49) 3.76×102 (0.61) 1.28×105 (0.71)
+ Emiss

T > 100 GeV 1.08×102 (0.97) 4.70×102 (0.71) 2.69×102 (0.72) 2.84×103 (0.02)
+ Lepton veto 1.07×102 (1.00) 3.01×102 (0.64) 2.62×102 (0.97) 2.76×103 (0.97)
+ I > 1 rad 9.60×101 (0.89) 1.49×102 (0.49) 2.11×102 (0.81) 3.61 (<0.01)
+ Central jet veto 8.93×101 (0.93) 1.10×102 (0.74) 1.32×102 (0.63) 0.07 (0.02)
+ φ j j < 1 rad 4.50×101 (0.50) 1.94×101 (0.18) 4.21×101 (0.32) 0.07 (1.00)

Table 4: Cross-section in fb for a Higgs boson (mH = 130 GeV) and background samples at each step of
the selection process. Initial cross-section for W/Z+jet are quoted after VBF filter and NNLO corrections.
The first cut is the effect of the L1 trigger simulation with aEmiss

T of 100 GeV, a central jet withpT > 23
GeV and a forward jet withpT > 23 GeV (Table 3). The central jet veto is applied to jets otherthan the
two tagging jets and does not bias any of the other cuts. Numbers in parentheses are the efficiencies for
each cut.

Higgs boson mass [GeV] 100 130 200 250

Initial σ( f b) 4630 3930 2410 1780
L1 Trigger 322 271 240 168
+ Tagged jets 166 147 134 93
+ M j j 126 111 100 73
+ Emiss

T > 100 GeV 121 108 98 70
+ Lepton veto 121 107 98 70
+ I > 1 rad 108 96 86 63
+ Central jet veto 94 89 79 59
+ φ j j < 1 rad 43 45 39 30

Table 5: Cross-section in fb for each signal mass at each stepin the selection cuts. The first cut is the
effect of the L1 trigger simulation with aEmiss

T of 100 GeV, a central jet withpT > 23 GeV and a forward
jet with pT > 23 GeV.

of the time. In a similar manner, muons in the forward direction are generally not identified and result in
fakeEmiss

T .

2.4 Systematic uncertainties

Three major types of systematic uncertainties are considered. One arises from the implemention of the
Monte Carlo generators, the second from the experimental systematic uncertainties and the third from
the theoretical knowledge of the production cross-sections.

Two event generator effects are discussed, the first is the treatment of the Underlying Event (UE) and
the second is the effect of using a fixed Z boson mass. To illustrate the effect of the UE, signal events
have been generated with two different event generators, HERWIG and PYTHIA that treat the UE in
different ways. Table 6 shows the efficiency of each selection cut used in the VBF analyses for the two
generators. The difference in cross-sections between the two samples are within∼ 2% of each other
for cuts up to theEmiss

T isolation cut. However, once the central jet veto is applied, fewer Pythia events
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Selection Cuts HERWIG 130 GeV PYTHIA 130 GeV

Initial σ( f b) 3.93×103 (1.000) 3.93×103 (1.000)
Pre-Cut (Emiss

T > 80 GeV) 1.76×103 (0.448) 1.78×103 (0.453)
+ Tagged Jets 4.07×102 (0.231) 4.10×103 (0.230)
+ M j j 2.45×102 (0.602) 2.45×103 (0.598)
+ Emiss

T > 100 GeV 2.05×102 (0.837) 2.14×103 (0.873)
+ Lepton Veto 2.05×102 (1.000) 2.12×102 (0.991)
+ I > 1 rad 1.84×102 (0.898) 1.80×102 (0.849)
+ Central Jet Veto 1.59×102 (0.864) 1.07×101 (0.594)
+ φ j j < 1 rad 7.43×101 (0.467) 4.93×101 (0.461)

Table 6: Comparison between HERWIG and PYTHIA generated samples on the selection cuts for
the 130 GeV Higgs boson mass. The cross-section results are quoted in fb and the cut efficiency
is given in parenthesis. The major difference occurs in the last two rows of this table.

survive resulting in a large difference of∼ 49%. This is believed to be the result of the difference in
the modeling of the UE in the two generators; Pythia tends to produce fewer but harder jets, resulting
in more events being removed by the central jet veto cut, see Section 2.3. If the number of background
events is underestimated due to a combination of this cut andthe choice of generator the sensisitivity to
the signal will be artificially enhanced. A systematic studyof the effect of generator choice on the central
jet veto cut would require a large number of data and background samples to be produced with a variety
of generators and this is beyond the scope of this paper. It isnot clear which generator represents reality
best. For consistency both the background and signal samples were generated using HERWIG. When
real data becomes available it will be possible to measure the magnitude of central jet activity directly
and use this to tune the generators.

The use of ALPGEN requires the use of a fixed Z mass. The effect of the missing off-shell terms
from the background samples was checked using theZ → νν analysis by adding aEmiss

T contribution
randomly generated by a Breit-Wigner distribution using the Z mass and width parameters. This study
indicated that the effect of using a fixed mass Z boson was negligible.

Two methods are considered in this paper to extract the signal significance. The first, a cut-based
analysis, relies on the number of signal and background events after all cuts have been made. The
second, a shape analysis relies on the ratio of the number of background events contained in two regions
of the φ j jvariable distribution; namely the number of events forφ j j < 1 divided by all events. The
systematic uncertainties of interest are the ones related to these three quantities; the number of signal
and background events and the background shape ratio. They are shown in Table 7.

The event reconstruction variables that result in the largest systematic uncertainties are the jet reso-
lution and the jet energy scale. For the jet energy resolution, the systematic uncertainty was estimated by
smearing the momentum of the jets using a Gaussian distribution with a width given byσ(E) = 0.45

√
E

for |η | < 3.2 andσ(E) = 0.63
√

E for |η | > 3.2. Changing the jet energy magnitude also affects the
Emiss

T , so for each event,Emiss
T was recalculated for the x- and y-components. The analysis was then

repeated to determine the change in the number of signal and background events and the shape ratio. In
the same way the effect of changes in the jet energy scale was investigated by shifting the overall scale by
±7% for |η | < 3.2 and±15% for|η | > 3.2. Again this affects theEmiss

T , and this change was taken into
account. As can be seen in Table 7, there is an asymmetric dependence on the jet energy scale, so pos-
itive and negative deviations are considered separately. Lepton reconstruction was analyzed and found
not to contribute to the final systematic uncertainty. The JES uncertainties used here are conservative for
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Systematics Higgs boson 130 GeV
Background

Cut-Based Shape

Luminosity 3 % ∼ 0%
Jet energy resolution:

0.8 % 5.3 % 4.5 %σ(E) = 0.45
√

E for |η | < 3.2
σ(E) = 0.63

√
E for |η | > 3.2

Jets energy scale:
4.0 % 3.2 % 0.2 %+7% for |η | < 3.2

+15% for |η | > 3.2
Jets energy scale:

10.0 % 19.5 % 2.8 %−7% for |η | < 3.2
−15% for |η | > 3.2

Total 10.5 % 20.4 % 5.3 %

Table 7: Experimental contributions to the systematic uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty on
the Jet Energy Scale (JES) is asymmetric. Only the largest (negative) JES systematic uncertainty
is included in the total experimental uncertainty shown in the last row of the table.

30 fb−1, but the impact of this choice on the sensitivity limits presented in this paper is small. Finally,
3% was assigned to the uncertainty in the luminosity. To get the experimental systematic uncertainty for
each analysis the terms were added in quadrature giving an overall systematic uncertainty of 20% on the
number of background events which applies to the cut-based analysis and an uncertainty of 5.3% on the
background shape ratio that applies to the shape analysis.

In addition to the uncertainty in the UE and the reconstruction algorithms, there is a systematic un-
certainty which arises from the uncertainty in the absolutecross-section of the backgrounds. The main
backgrounds to the invisible Higgs boson channel are Z+jet and W+jet. The total cross-sections for
these processes have been corrected to NNLO and are known to∼ 10%, (see Section 2.3). However
the cuts used to select the VBF process, result in a very restricted phase space which makes it difficult
to determine the systematic uncertainty on the cross-section for the final data samples. This means that
the systematic uncertainty on the number of background events due to the cross-section is currently un-
known, could be very large and is likely to dominate other uncertainties. The shape of theφ j j distribution
on the other hand is quite well constrained by theory and based on previous studies has a systematic un-
certainty of 10% [5]. At NLO it is expected to be 5%. In this analysis a conservative value of 10%
is assumed for the uncertainty due to the cross-section which when combined with the much smaller
experimental effect leads to an overall systematic uncertainty of 11.3% on the background shape.

2.5 Cut-based analysis

This analysis uses the selection cuts summarized in Section2.3.1. The signal significance is calculated
based on the number of signal and background events that remain after all cuts. The limitation of this
analysis is that the systematic uncertainty on the background cross-sections described in the previous
section could be very large. One way of dealing with this uncertainty is to use experimental data of the
Z+jet channel where the Z decays to two leptons. After correction for the detector acceptance, these
events can be used to infer the value of the cross-section forthe irreducible background in which the
Z decays to two neutrinos. A similar analysis can be done for the W+jet background. These so called
“data driven” corrections will be the subject of a future publication. In the next section we report on an
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alternative method which uses the shape of the azimuthal angle distribution between the jets to reduce
the dependence of the systematic error on the cross-section. In the current section the sensitivity to
an invisible Higgs boson without systematic errors are calculated to provide baseline numbers for the
sensitivity to an invisible Higgs boson produced via the VBFprocess.

The number of signal and background events after theφ j j cut is shown in Tables 4 and 5. These
numbers can be used to calculate the 95 % CL sensitivity ofξ 2 for the invisible Higgs boson, given the
assumed backgrounds. This is done by calculating the numberof signal events required to increase the
total event count by a factor 1.64 times the uncertainty on the number of background events as shown in
Equation 2.

1.64σB = NSξ 2 (2)

HereNS is the number of signal events after the selection cuts andσB =
√

NB . The results of this analysis
gives aξ 2 for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb−1at 95 % C.L. for Higgs mass between 110 GeV and 250
GeV of∼ 5−8% in the case when systematic uncertainties are not included. An additional 6% statistical
uncertainty2) arises from the limited number of events in the data samples.

2.6 Shape analysis

Figure 5: Theφ j j distribution for the signal and background in radians [5]. The solid and dash-
dotted lines represent the expected distribution for the Higgs boson signal with Higgs boson
masses ofmH = 120 andmH = 300 GeV respectively. The dotted and dashed lines representthe
distributions expected from the backgrounds. The plot shows the distributions after VBF selection
cuts have been made. Note that for theφ j j plot shown earlier did not have these cuts applied,
(Figure 4).

The shape analysis is motivated by a marked difference in theφ j j distribution between the signal and
the W/Z+jet background as shown in Figure 5, which is taken from reference [5]. This plot shows that
the backgrounds peak above aφ j j of 1 while the signal is higher at lowφ j j values. To characterize the
shape of theφ j j distribution the ratio R has been defined as the number of events withφ j j < 1 divided by

2)Based on a binomial error calculation.
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the total number of events as shown in Equation 3. As the proportion of signal in the sample increases
the value of R increases.

R =

∫ 1
0

dσ
dφ j j

∫ π
0

dσ
dφ j j

(3)

The advantage of the shape analysis described in this section over other analyses is that it does
not require a knowledge of the absolute cross-section but rather the ratio of the number of events for
(φ j j < 1) to all events. As such, the systematic error associated with the absolute cross-section is reduced
to a negligible amount. However, as discussed in Section 2.4, there is a systematic uncertainty associated
with the knowledge of theφ j j distribution which is known to∼10% or better. In addition, the systematic
uncertainties due to detector effects are much smaller for this ratio than they are for the number of
background events, which is the relevant variable for a purecut-based analysis (Table 7). The overall
systematic uncertainty on the ratio R has been calculated tobe 11.3%.

Equation 3 can be re-written in the context of this analysis and expanded to provide a background-
only term, as shown in Equation 4.

R =
N1

B

Nπ
B

[

1+ ξ 2
(

N1
S

N1
B

− Nπ
S

Nπ
B

)

+ · · ·
]

(4)

Here N1
B and N1

S are the number of events withinφ j j < 1 andNπ
B and Nπ

S are the number of events
within the entireφ j j range. The first term of Equation 4 provides the expected ratio for the background
contribution. However, since the ratio between the signal and background are not the same in the presence
of a signal, a non-zero value is expected in the second term. The variation from the ‘background only’
ratio dictates the sensitivity to new physics. The ratioN1

B/Nπ
B can be determined using the Stndard Model

theoretical prediction or by a data driven technique.
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Figure 6: Sensitivity for an invisible Higgs boson at 95% C.L. via the VBF channel using shape
analysis for an integrated luminosity of 30f b−1 with and without systematic uncertainties. The
black triangles (circles) are the results from this analysis with (without) systematic uncertainties.
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The shape analysis applies the selection cuts discussed in Section 2.3.1 but not theφ j j cut. Therefore,
the results from Table 4 before this last cut are used. The first term of Equation 4 is calculated to be
0.254±0.007. To determined the 95% C.L. sensitivity limit a variation of 1.64σR is required, whereσR

is the uncertainty on the ratio R from Equation 4. Therefore,the first orderξ 2 terms from Equation 4 is
set to the required 95% CL sensitivity limit, that is 1.64σR, as shown in Equation 5.

1.64σR = ξ 2
(

N1
S

N1
B

− Nπ
S

Nπ
B

)(

N1
B

Nπ
B

)

(5)

Solving forξ 2 provides the 95 % CL sensitivity limit for the invisible Higgs boson. The results of this
analysis are shown in Figure 6. Without systematic errors, the shape analysis gives a value ofξ 2 that
ranges from 11 to 19%. This can be compared with the simple cut-based analysis which gave aξ 2

value that ranged from 5 to 8%. So although the shape analysismethod removes the dependence on the
absolute cross-section of the backgrounds there is a reduction in the sensitivity to the signal. To include
the systematic uncertainties, the uncertainty on the background becomesσR =

√

σR
2 + α2R2, whereα

is the fractional systematic uncertainty given in Table 7. The result obtained that includes systematic
uncertainties gives value ofξ 2 of around 60% formH between 100 and 200 GeV. This sensitivity is
dominated by the systematic uncertainty that arises from the theoretical knowledge of the shape of theφ j j

distribution. Using calculations at NLO could reduce this uncertainty by a factor of 2 greatly enhancing
the sensitivity of this method of analysis.

2.7 Summary for the VBF invisible Higgs boson channel

The study described above has investigated the sensitivityof the ATLAS detector to a Higgs boson
particle produced by the VBF process that has an invisible decay mode. It should be stressed that these
results do not include pile-up which can reduce the sensitivity. It has been shown that with 30 fb−1of
data it is possible to detect this process over a wide range ofmasses if the Beyond Standard Model
cross-section is more than 60% of the Standard Model cross-section for a Higgs mass range of up to 200
GeV and 100% of the Higgs boson decays are invisible. Triggering for this channel is possible using a
trigger requiring largeEmiss

T plus a forward and a central jet of moderatepT . Triggers of this kind would
be useful up to luminosities of at least 1033 cm−2 s−1.

3 The associated ZH production channel

χ0

χ0

l

l

Figure 7: (Left): The Feynman diagram for Higgs boson associated production with a Z boson. (Right):
A representation of the decay of a Higgs boson into two invisible neutralinos represented byχ0 recoiling
against the two leptons coming from theZ decay.

The Feynman diagram for associated production in the ZH channel is shown in Figure 7. The signal
of an invisibly decaying Higgs boson in theZH channel can be detected when theZ boson decays into
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two leptons, which can be used for triggering the event. The presence of an invisibly decaying Higgs
boson is detected from the missing transverse energy.

Various backgrounds with signatures similar to the signal have been studied and are listed here. In
all cases, unless otherwise specified,ℓ representse or µ .

1. TheZZ → ℓℓνν final state gives the same signature as the signal (irreducible background) and is
the main background;

2. Thett̄ → bℓ+ν b̄ℓ−ν process mimics the signal when the twob-jets are not reconstructed, or when
a second lepton results from a b quark decay;

3. TheW +W− → ℓνℓν process mimics the signal but can be greatly reduced by cutting on theZ
mass;

4. TheZZ → νν̄ττ̄ andτ → ℓνν̄ can also mimic the signal.

5. TheZZ → ℓℓ̄ττ̄ andτ → ℓνν̄ can pass the selection criteria if some particles are missed;

6. TheZW → ℓℓℓν decay mode also simulates the signal when one lepton is not detected;

7. TheZ plus jets background, withZ → ℓℓ̄ (Drell-Yan process) final state can be mistaken for the
signal when poor jet reconstruction leads to missing transverse energy.

3.1 Monte Carlo generation for the ZH channel

The signal and the background events have been generated using different particle generators chosen
according to which process they simulate best. The events are fully simulated then reconstructed using
ATHENA. The diboson production cross-sections are taken from Ref. [19]. All events were passed
through a filter immediately after generation. The two filters used are described in detail in Section
3.2.2. Only the few samples generated with the simpler lepton filter will be mentioned here. All other
samples were generated with the filter containingmZ andEmiss

T cuts.
Details on the generated events and pre-defined parameters are given below. All generators use the

CTEQ6M structure functions to generate the processes.

• Seven signal samples were generated using PYTHIA, withmH = 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 200 and
250 GeV. Only the samples withmH = 130 and 140 GeV used the lepton filter. To generate the
invisibility of the Higgs boson, theH is produced as a stable particle, which goes undetected.

• ZZ → ℓ+ℓ−νν̄ is generated using PYTHIA. This is the main and irreducible background. OneZ
decays to a lepton pair while the other is allowed to decay to any flavor of neutrino pairs.

• tt̄ is produced with the MC@NLO generator with all top quark decay modes allowed. The filter
described in detail in Section 3.2.2 retains mostlytt̄ → bℓ+ν b̄ℓ−ν̄ events withℓ = e or µ only.
Hadronic top quark decays with a subsequentb → cℓν decay are also included.

• W +W− → ℓ+νℓ−ν is generated with MC@NLO.

• ZZ → τ+τ−νν andZZ → ℓℓτ+τ− events are generated with PYTHIA. Theτ was allowed to decay
hadronically and leptonically in both samples.

• ZW± → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ±ν samples are produced with the MC@NLO generator. Since the cross-sections
for ZW+ andZW− production are different, two different datasets were generated. The ZW sam-
ples were not filtered since MC@NLO does not include the Z width at generation, leading to
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problems when trying to apply a cut on the Z mass at the generator level. For these datasets, we
use samples generated with the lepton filter which selected events containing at least two leptons.
These events need to be reweighted after full reconstruction to account for the distorted Z mass
distribution.

• Z → ℓ+ℓ− + jet events are produced using the SHERPA generator.

3.2 Event selection for ZH channel

The event selection is made in three stages:

1. For simulated samples, a filter is applied immediately after the event Monte Carlo generation to
avoid unnecessary simulation of a large fraction of the background which would otherwise be
readily rejected at the preselection level. The event filtercuts are loose preselection cuts applied
on true Monte Carlo quantities.

2. The preselection cuts use fully reconstructed variablesand aim at rejecting most backgrounds,
retaining only the most likely events to be used at the final selection level.

3. The final selection uses a multivariate analysis (BoostedDecision Tree) to refine the selection cuts
while retaining a high signal efficiency.

3.2.1 Analysis framework for the ZH channel

The standard ATLAS selection criteria are used to identify these objects [18].

3.2.2 Filter for the ZH channel

The filter decision is based on true Monte Carlo quantities. The filter must not reject events that would
have passed the preselection cuts to avoid introducing biases, and must have a large rejection efficiency
against background. To do so, the filter uses cuts looser than, but similar to, the preselection cuts, namely:

• The events must contain at least two leptons withpT >4.5 GeV of same flavor but opposite charge
within η < 2.7.

• The reconstructed mass of these two leptons must be within±25 GeV of theZ mass.

• The events must satisfyEmiss
T > 50 GeV. TheEmiss

T is computed from a vectorial sum over all
invisible, stable particles such as Higgs bosons and neutrinos, and all lost particles falling outside
the calorimeter fiducial region ofpT > 5.0 GeV andη > 5.0.

A simpler lepton filter with only the first selection cut was used for theZW → ℓℓℓν samples, for two
signal samples with Higgs mass hypothesismH = 130 and 140 GeV, and for theZZ → ℓℓℓℓ sample used
for a normalization study.

The filter reduces the total CPU time needed for full reconstruction by more than a factor of 1000.
The results are summarized for a signal with a Higgs boson mass hypothesis of 130 GeV and the back-
ground samples in Table 8. In Table 9, the effect of the filter,trigger and preselection cuts are shown for
the signal at other Higgs boson masses.
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channel ZH→ ℓℓ̄ inv. ZZ tt̄ WW ZZ ZZ ZW Z+jet
mH=130 GeV ℓℓ̄νν ℓνℓν ττνν ℓℓττ ℓℓℓν ℓℓ+ jet

# of generated events 10 K 50 K 104 K 70.4 K 50 K 50 K 250 K 27.25K
filter efficiency 75.4% 29.2% 1.13% 4.5% 5.16% 71.4% 100% 0.0154%

σ*BR (fb) 46.2 728.0 833000.0 5245.6 364.0 123.0 820.0 3105063
filter cuts 34.9 212.6 9412.9 236.5 18.8 87.8 820.0 478.4

after trigger 32.5 198.5 8620.6 217.1 14.2 77.8 735.3 460.6
Emiss

T > 90 GeV cut 14.0 83.8 3254.5 46.6 1.9 4.1 85.9 105.8
pT lepton cut 10.1 61.6 1596.2 30.5 0.4 1.5 24.0 46.2

mZ ±20 GeV cut 9.6 60.2 1187.4 19.9 0.0 1.2 19.7 43.2
b-tag cut 9.3 58.6 358.0 18.7 0.0 1.1 19.0 17.7

Table 8: Monte Carlo estimates of the cross-section times branching ratio in (fb) for the signal
with mH = 130 GeV and background processes following successive preselection cuts described
in Section 3.2.4 for the ZH analysis. The number of generatedevents refers to filtered events. The
cross-sections are given at NLO as calculated in Ref. [19] for Standard Model processes and from
Ref. [9] for the ZH production cross-sections.

ZH→ ℓℓ̄ inv.
mH (GeV) 110 120 130 140 150 200 250

# of generated events 10 K 50 K 10 K 10 K 10 K 10 K 10 K
filter efficiency 47.0% 49.6% 75.4% 75.9% 56.4% 64.6% 70.1%

σ ·BR (fb) 77.3 59.4 46.2 36.6 29.1 11.0 5.2
after filter cuts 36.3 29.4 34.9 27.7 16.4 7.1 3.6

after trigger cuts 34.0 27.8 32.5 26.0 15.6 6.8 3.5
afterEmiss

T > 90 cut 18.3 15.6 14.0 12.5 10.0 4.9 2.7
after pT lepton cut 13.5 11.6 10.1 9.3 7.4 3.7 2.0

aftermZ ±20 GeV cut 13.2 11.4 9.6 8.7 7.3 3.6 2.0
after b-tag cut 13.0 11.1 9.3 8.5 7.1 3.5 2.0

Table 9: Monte Carlo estimates of the cross-section (fb) forthe signal with seven different Higgs
mass hypotheses following successive preselection cuts described in Section 3.2.4 for the ZH
channel analysis. The number of generated events refers to filtered events. Two samples were
generated using a simpler filter that retained events containing at least two leptons, (mH = 130 and
140 GeV) whereas all other samples used a filter that requiredfinding two leptons forming a Z
boson and largeEmiss

T , as described in Section 3.2.2. The efficiency for this filterincreases with
the Higgs mass hypothesis.
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3.2.3 Trigger for ZH channel

An invisibly decaying Higgs boson in theZH channel can be detected when theZ decays into two
leptons. We trigger on such events using the full simulationof the trigger and by requiring either one or
two isolated, highpT leptons satisfying any of the following trigger signatures:

• single electron trigger: one isolated lepton withpT > 22 GeV.

• single muon trigger: one muon withpT > 20 GeV.

• di-electron trigger: two isolated electrons withpT > 15 GeV.

• missing transverse energy trigger:Emiss
T > 100 GeV.

The di-muon trigger with a lowerpT momentum cut was not implemented in this analysis but will
be used in the future. The overall trigger efficiency of 92.8%compares well with what is retained
when applying cuts on fully reconstructed variables, selecting events containing either one electron with
pT > 25 GeV, two electrons withpT > 15 GeV or one muon withpT > 20 GeV. The effect of the trigger
on all samples studied is given in Table 8.

3.2.4 Event preselection

A first preselection is applied to reject most backgrounds, in particular thett̄ and (Z+jet) backgrounds.
The following cuts are applied:

• the event must satisfy one of the trigger signatures described in the previous section;

• large missing transverse energy, i.e.Emiss
T > 90 GeV.

• the event must contain exactly two leptons of the same flavor but opposite charge withpT > 15
GeV;

• an anti-b-tag is applied to further suppress thett̄ background.

• a loose cut on the invariant mass of the two leptons, namely|mℓℓ −mZ| < 20 GeV, is applied to
reject somett̄ background without reducing the signal efficiency.

Theσ ·BR for the signal and the background processes listed in Section 3 are shown in Table 8. The
effects of the filter and preselection cuts are also shown in this table.

3.2.5 Final event selection

In order to improve the sensitivity of this channel, the mostdiscriminative variables are used to form a
multivariate analysis (Boosted Decision Tree or BDT). Sixteen different variables are used as inputs to
the BDT, namely:

• the missing transverse energyEmiss
T ,

• the transverse massmT =
√

2pℓℓ
T ·Emiss

T (1−cos∆φ) where∆φ is the azimuthal angle between the

dilepton system and~pT
miss,

• the cosine of the angle between~pT
miss and the most energetic lepton,

• the reconstructed Z mass,
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• the transverse momentum of each lepton,

• the cosine of the angle between the two leptons in the transverse plane and in 3-dimensions,

• the cosine of the angle between~pT
miss and ~pT

Z,

• the cosine of the angle between the most energetic jet and~pT
miss,

• the energy found in a cone∆R = 0.1 rad around each lepton; the lepton isolation variableis partic-
ularly useful for muons where very little energy is found around isolated muons but not so much
for electrons where the energy deposit is much wider,

• the energy of each of the three most energetic jets, and

• the total number of jets.

These variables are shown in Figures 8 to 11 for the signal andthe background after applying the pres-
election cuts listed in Section 3.2.4. Each distribution has been normalized to unity. The various back-
grounds have been regrouped: the irreducible background,ZZ → ℓℓνν , the non-resonant background:tt̄
andWW , and finally all other backgrounds containing at least one Z boson: ZZ → ℓℓττ , ZZ → ττνν ,
ZW and(Z + jet).

Each of the main backgrounds after the preselection cuts, namely tt̄ → bℓν bℓν , WW → ℓνℓν ,
ZZ → ℓℓττ , ZW → ℓℓℓν and (Z+jet) are compared to the signal to train a Boosted Decision Tree
(BDT) [20]. Each one of these backgrounds is trained separately. Nothing is gained from training a
BDT against the irreducible background,ZZ → ℓℓνν , so this background is not used. An ensemble (for-
est) of decision trees is successively generated from the training sample, where each new tree is trained
by giving increased weights to the events that have been misclassified in the previous tree. The classifier
response is obtained as the sum of the classification resultsfor each tree, weighted by the purity obtained
for all training events in that tree. The large number of decision trees in the forest increases the perfor-
mance of the classifier and stabilizes the response with respect to statistical fluctuations in the training
sample.

For each background type, a set of weights is established. Half the Monte Carlo events contained in
each file is used for the training and the other half for the analysis. The file containing the signal and
all the backgrounds, including the less important ones, is then analyzed using these weights. Each event
is assigned a weight corresponding to the likelihood of being identified as signal or background. The
BDT weight distributions are shown in Figure 12. Each plot shows the output variable distribution for
Boosted Decision Trees trained against different backgrounds, namely, from top plot to bottom plot, the
tt̄ → bℓνbℓν , WW → ℓνℓν , ZZ → ℓℓττ , ZW → ℓℓℓν and Z+jet. TheZZ → ττνν background is not
used to train a specific BDT since too few events survive the preselection cuts. The cuts on the five BDT
outputs are adjusted to minimize the value ofξ 2, defined in Equation 2.

The same procedure is repeated using different Higgs boson mass hypotheses ranging frommH = 110
GeV to mH = 250 GeV, optimizing the cuts each time. The numbers of eventssurviving all Boosted
Decision Trees cuts for each Monte Carlo sample and these seven Higgs boson mass hypotheses are
given in Table 11. The BDT inputs variables are also ranked during each training against a particular
background. Each time, the input variables are assigned a weight proportional to their importance in
separating power. The sum of these weights are given in Table10, showing which variables offer the
best separation power. The order of importance varies for each of the trees but all variables are useful
in at least one tree. The Z mass is the overall most discriminative variable, mostly due to its very high
ranking in the BDT trained againsttt̄ andWW backgrounds.
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Figure 8: Input variables used by the Boosted Decision Tree for the signal withmH = 130 GeV and the
main backgrounds. Top left: MissingET . Top right: transverse mass, defined as the reconstructed mass
in the transverse plane, namelym2

T = E2
T − p2

T . Bottom left: cosine of the angle between the missingET

and highest momentum lepton in the transverse plane. Bottomright: reconstructed Z mass. Each plot
has been normalized to unity. The combined samples had first been scaled to the same luminosity.
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Figure 9: Input variables used by the Boosted Decision Tree for the signal withmH = 130 GeV and the
main backgrounds. Top left: Transverse momentum of the mostenergetic lepton. Top right: Transverse
momentum of the second lepton. Bottom left: Cosine of the angle between the two leptons in the
transverse plane and, Bottom right: in 3-dimensions. Each plot has been normalized to unity. The
combined samples had first been scaled to the same luminosity.
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Figure 10: Input variables used by the Boosted Decision Treefor the signal withmH = 130 GeV and
the main backgrounds. Top left: The cosine of the angle between the direction of missingET and the
reconstructed Z transverse momentum. Top right: The cosineof the angle between the most energetic
jet and the direction of missingET . Bottom left: The energy contained in a cone of 0.10 rad around
the most energetic lepton. Bottom right: The energy contained in a cone of 0.10 rad around the second
lepton. Each plot has been normalized to unity. The combinedsamples had first been scaled to the same
luminosity.
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Figure 11: Input variables used by the Boosted Decision Treefor the signal withmH = 130 GeV and the
main backgrounds. Top left: The energy distribution for themost energetic jet; Top right: for the second
and, Bottom left: third most energetic jets. Bottom right: the number of jets in the event. Each plot has
been normalized to unity. The combined samples had first beenscaled to the same luminosity.
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Figure 12: The Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) output variablesobtained after comparing half the signal
events to five different backgrounds separately, namely, from top to bottom:tt̄ → bℓνbℓν , WW → ℓνℓν ,
ZZ → ℓℓττ , ZW → ℓℓℓν andZ → ℓℓ + jets. The BDT assigns values close to +1 for a signal-like event and
-1 for background-like events. The distributions are shownfor the signal and all types of background
when using the other half of the events for the analysis. The Boosted Decision Trees trained against
theZW background offers the best separation power. Theξ 2 decreases further once additional cuts on
the other BDT output variables are applied, namely the WW BDToutput, then theZZ → ℓℓττ BDT
output, the (Z+jet) BDT output and finally thett̄ BDT output. All BDT output cut values are indicated
by a vertical dashed line. Nothing is gained from training a BDT against the irreducible background,
ZZ → ℓℓνν for all Higgs boson mass hypotheses, so it is not used.
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input variable to BDT sum of weights
Z mass 0.57

cosℓℓ (in 2D) 0.46
cosℓℓ (in 3D) 0.42

cos(Emiss
T − ~pZ) 0.41

# of jets 0.40
transverse mass 0.39
cos( jet −Emiss

T ) 0.32
cosEmiss

T − plepton#1
T 0.31

Emiss
T 0.28

plepton#1
T 0.27
E jet#1 0.26
E jet#2 0.23

plepton#2
T 0.21

energy in a cone around lepton # 1 0.17
energy in a cone around lepton # 2 0.16

E jet#3 0.13

Table 10: Order of importance for the 16 input variables usedto train the separate Boosted Deci-
sion Trees used for the analysis atmH = 130 GeV. The second column gives the sum of the weights
given to each input variable by the five separate BDT used for the analysis. These weights are not
used for the analysis per se but give an idea of the relative importance of each input variable. In
particular, the first four variables are used to mostly reject the non-resonant background.
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channel ZH ZZ tt̄ WW ZZ ZZ ZW Z+jet
ℓℓ̄ inv. ℓℓ̄νν ℓνℓν ττνν ℓℓττ ℓℓℓν ℓℓ+jet

expressed as cross-sections given in fb
mH = 110 GeV 1.31 3.44 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.37 0.03
mH = 120 GeV 2.99 13.64 0.18 0.28 0.00 0.16 2.16 0.10
mH = 130 GeV 0.89 2.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.33 0.00
mH = 140 GeV 0.98 3.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.48 0.00
mH = 150 GeV 1.32 6.37 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.62 0.00
mH = 200 GeV 0.62 4.83 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.42 0.00
mH = 250 GeV 0.31 2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.24 0.02

# of events corresponding to 30 fb−1

mH = 110 GeV 39.2 103.1 <2.7 0.2 <0.01 0.8 11.0 0.8
mH = 120 GeV 89.6 409.3 5.4 8.5 0.1 4.7 64.7 3.0
mH = 130 GeV 26.8 87.9 <2.7 <0.06 <0.01 0.8 9.9 <0.36
mH = 140 GeV 39.5 191.1 5.4 <0.06 <0.01 1.7 18.7 <0.36
mH = 150 GeV 36.5 173.0 5.4 0.2 <0.01 1.8 19.0 <0.36
mH = 200 GeV 18.5 145.0 5.4 <0.06 <0.01 1.3 12.7 <0.36
mH = 250 GeV 9.3 74.9 <2.7 <0.06 <0.01 1.0 7.2 0.7

Table 11: Monte Carlo estimates of the cross-sections in fb surviving the final Boosted Decision
Tree selection cuts for each background process and seven mass hypotheses for the ZH channel.
The corresponding numbers of events for 30f b−1 of total integrated luminosity are also given.
The final cuts on the Boosted Decision Tree output variables were set separately for each BDT
output variable and for each mass hypothesis, each time optimizing the sensitivityξ 2.
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3.3 Systematic uncertainties

3.3.1 Background cross-section

Since this is a counting experiment, one is looking for events in excess of what is expected by the
Standard Model. However, exactly what is expected from Standard Model backgrounds is not well
known, given the theoretical uncertainties on the StandardModel production cross-sections and this leads
to the main source of systematic uncertainty. The current best estimates for each of these cross-sections
from the next-to-leading order calculation is about 6% forZZ and 5% forZW [21]. The uncertainty on
the (Z+jet) cross-section has no impact on the final results since this background is negligible. Several
control samples can be used to constrain the ZZ and ZW cross-sections. ForZZ, one can use the four
lepton final state (even includingτ) but this will require a large data sample (of the order of at least
30 f b−1) to reduce the statistical uncertainty. For the ZW cross-section, one can use a ZW control
sample with events containing three identified leptons. Both these cross-sections will be measured in
ATLAS data. Uncertainties associated with kinematic distributions have not been taken into account at
this point. A combined theoretical uncertainty of 5.8% obtained from a weighted average is assigned to
the background production cross-section.

One could in principle useZZ → ℓℓℓℓ events from data to calibrate the number of events coming
from ZZ → ℓℓνν decays. Such an approach was proposed in [22] where one wouldfirst select a pure
sample ofZZ → ℓℓℓℓ events by finding two Z bosons, then declaring one Z to decay invisibly. This
would work in the absence of other backgrounds but it is not possible to completely eliminate theZW →
ℓℓℓν background. More importantly, such a technique has a very low efficiency: about 1.8% of all
ZZ → ℓℓℓℓ survive the preselection cuts, withℓ here beinge,µ or τ . Only a dozen of events would
survive all of the BDT selection cuts for 30 fb−1 of data. Hence, it is deemed impossible to calibrate
quantitatively theZZ → ℓℓℓℓ cross-section using this technique. However, one could still check the effect
of the preselection cuts onZZ → ℓℓℓℓ events with two leptons declared invisible as described above to
ensure that the main and irreducible background,ZZ → ℓℓνν , behaves as expected under these cuts.
About 85ZZ → ℓℓℓℓ events are expected to pass the preselection cuts, as opposed to 163ZZ → ℓℓνν
events for 30 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. After the preselection cuts, theZZ → ℓℓνν background
corresponds to about 36% of the total number of selected events in the absence of non Standard Model
contributions, as seen from Table 8. This method would provide a normalization of the cross-section
using data at about 11% uncertainty level.

3.3.2 Effect related to the training of the Boosted Decision Tree

Since half the events are used for training the BDT, and the other half for testing, this arbitrary choice
has a slight effect on the outcome. For the central value of this analysis, we used every other event for
the training. To estimate the effect of this choice, the analysis was redone using the first half of the events
for training, and the second half for testing. Since we are only using Monte Carlo events, this second
choice does not introduce additional time-dependent effects that one would expect with real data. The
difference in the results, namely+0.2% signal events and+0.7% background events, is ascribed as a
contribution to the systematic uncertainty.

3.3.3 Lepton momentum resolution effect and energy scale effect

Different tests are done to assess the contributions to the systematic uncertainty from the lepton momen-
tum resolution and the uncertainty on the lepton energy scale. Each time, new modified input variables
are used to retrain the BDT and assess the overall effect by comparing the new number of selected signal
and background events to the original numbers of events selected. All contributions to the systematic
uncertainty are summarized in Table 12.
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signal background
electron reconstruction efficiency ±0.2% ±0.2%
electronpT resolution (±0.73%) +0.5% +1.7%
electron energy scale (±0.5%) +1.1% +2.1%

sub-total for electrons (43% of events) +1.2% -0.2% +2.7% - 0.2%
muon reconstruction efficiency ±1.0% ±1.0%

muonpT resolution (see formula in text) +1.1% +1.9%
muon energy scale (±1%) +1.0% +2.2%

sub-total for muons (57% of events) +1.8% - 1.0% +3.1% - 1.0%

combined contributions for leptons +1.5% - 0.7% +2.9% - 0.7%
jet energy scale (±7% or±15%) +0.8% +0.2% - 2.2%

jet energy resolution effect onEmiss
T -2.2% -0.4%

luminosity - ±3.0%
cross-section - ±5.8%
filter effects ±1.4% ±1.4%

Boosted Decision Tree training effects ±0.2% ±0.7%
total +2.2% - 2.6 % +7.3% - 7.1%

Table 12: Contributions to the systematic uncertainties. The Higgs boson mass was set to 130
GeV to assess these uncertainties. The final background uncertainty is rounded-off to±7.2%.

The tests performed are:

• The lepton momenta are smeared using a Gaussian distribution. A constant sigma of 0.73% is
used for electrons. For muons, the sigma is calculated usingthe following formula: σ(pT ) =
[(0.011· pT )2 + (0.00017· p2

T )2]1/2/pT with pT in GeV. The smearing is applied to one type of
leptons at a time.

• For each type of lepton, a multiplicative scaling factor is applied to simulate an energy scale
uncertainty of±0.5% for electrons and±1.0% for muons.

3.3.4 Jet momentum resolution effect and energy scale effect

Three different modifications are done in turn to the jet energy to evaluate the contributions from the
jet energy scale and jet energy resolution to the missing energy evaluation. After each modification, the
missingET is recalculatedEach contribution is shown in Table 12. The three modifications made to the
jet energy are:

• Jet energy scale: the jet energy is increased by±7% for jets withinη ≤ 3.2 and±15% for jets
within η > 3.2.

• Jet energy resolution: the jet energy is smeared using a Gaussian by 0.45·
√

E for jets within
η ≤ 3.2 and 0.63·

√
E for η > 3.2.

3.4 Results for the ZH channel

The sensitivity with 30 fb−1 of data is evaluated in terms ofξ 2 with ξ 2 = 1.64σB/NS for a 95% CL as for
the VBF analysis whereσB is the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty as detailed in Section
2.5. The values ofξ 2 are summarized in Table 13.
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mH # signal # background σB ξ 2

110 GeV 39.2 115.9 13.6 56.7%
120 GeV 82.5 449.4 38.3 76.2%
130 GeV 26.8 98.6 12.2 74.4%
140 GeV 39.5 217.0 21.3 88.5%
150 GeV 36.5 199.4 20.0 89.9%
200 GeV 18.5 164.4 17.3 153.4%
250 GeV 9.3 83.8 10.9 191.6%

Table 13: The sensitivity with 30 fb−1 at 95% confidence level calculated in terms ofξ 2 for seven
different mass hypotheses for the ZH channel.

3.5 Cross-checks with a cut-based analysis

To ensure that the Boosted Decision Tree performed as expected, we used the same cuts as used in a
previous ATLAS analysis performed using a simple cuts approach [22]. The same cuts as in Ref. [22]
were applied to our current Monte Carlo samples after the filter and trigger cuts of this analysis, and
using the signal generated withmH = 130 GeV. The cuts applied are:

1. Filter cuts as in this analysis

2. Trigger cuts as in this analysis

3. Lepton cuts: select events containing no more than two leptons withpT > 7 GeV. Electrons must
havepT > 15 GeV within|η | < 2.5 and muons are selected ifpT > 10 GeV and|η | < 2.4. Two
leptons of the same flavor but opposite charge are required.

4. Z mass: the recontructedZ mass must be within 10 GeV from the pole mass.

5. Emiss
T > 100 GeV.

6. Jet veto: all events containing a jet havingpT > 30 GeV within|η | < 4.9 are rejected.

7. b-jet veto: all events containing a b-tagged jet having atpT > 15 GeV within|η |< 4.9 are rejected.

8. Transverse mass:mT > 200 GeV.

The two analyses can be compared after the MET cut. The sensitivity with 30 fb−1 at 95% confidence
level calculated in terms ofξ 2 for this cut-based analysis is 87.9% formH = 130 GeV. This compares
well with what was obtained with the BDT technique (ξ 2 = 74.4% for the same mass value with the BDT
approach). The difference in sensitivity increases further for higher Higgs mass hypotheses. The results
are given in Table 14.

4 Comparison of results and summary

The sensitivity of ATLAS to an invisibly decaying Higgs boson produced via the VBF andZH channel
has been examined. A comparison between the sensitivities of the two channels can be seen in Figure 13.
This plot shows that the channels have a similar sensitivityfor low Higgs boson masses. It is possible
to look at combined statistics for the ZH analysis and the VBFshape analyses although the analysis
techniques are different. Clearly the improvement in sensitivity by combining statistics is not large. Of
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channel ZH ZZ tt̄ WW ZZ ZZ ZW Z+jet
ℓℓ̄ inv. ℓℓ̄νν ℓνℓν ττνν ℓℓττ ℓℓℓν ℓℓ+jet

σ*BR in fb 46.2 728.0 833000.0 5245.6 364.0 123.0 820.0 3105062.8
after filter 34.9 212.6 9412.9 236.5 18.8 87.8 820.0 478.4

after trigger 32.5 198.5 8620.6 217.1 14.2 77.8 735.3 460.6
pT lepton +ID + charge cut 23.8 148.1 4451.2 158.4 2.7 37.6 177.5 221.6

aftermZ ±10 GeV cut 20.7 133.0 1654.7 51.1 0.0 28.8 125.4 192.9
afterEmiss

T > 100 cut 7.4 44.9 460.7 7.3 0.0 0.8 13.7 27.9
no jet with pT > 30 GeV 4.2 23.7 5.8 0.8 0.0 0.3 4.2 0.1

b-tag cut for jet withpT > 15 GeV 4.2 23.6 4.8 0.8 0.0 0.3 4.1 0.1
aftermT > 200 GeV cut 3.9 21.3 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.3 3.4 0.1

Table 14: Monte Carlo estimates of the cross-sections in fb after applying simple cuts for each
background process and one mass hypothesis ofmH = 130 GeV for the ZH channel. The corre-
spondingξ 2 would be 87.9%.

far greater significance in the analysis of real ATLAS data would be the observation of a significant
excess of events in two different and distinct channels. An observation of this kind would give credibility
to the hypothesis that a particle is being generated that behaves like a Higgs boson and decays invisibly.

In summary, a study using fully simulated ATLAS data has shown that the ATLAS experiment will
be sensitive to an invisibly decaying Higgs boson in both theVBF andZH production channels assuming
only Standard Model backgrounds. It is clear that the analysis will require a good understanding of the
experimental systematic uncertainties. If the decay of a Higgs boson was entirely in the invisible mode,
this analysis has shown that with 30 fb−1of data, ATLAS will be sensitive to a situation in which the
beyond the Standard Model cross-section is of the order of 80% the Standard Model Higgs boson cross-
sections for a Higgs Boson mass of less than 150 GeV. The VBF analysis has a sensitivity of better than
90% up to a Higgs Boson mass of 250 GeV.
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